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Agent CIA, který unesl generála Bergera Zabit v GITMO
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Pracovník Ústřední zpravodajské služby, který se v lednu podílel na

únosu generála Davida H. Bergera, byl zastřelen ve čtvrtek ráno poté,

co porazil strážce GITMO a na okamžik utekl ze své cely, řekl zdroj z

kanceláře generála Erica M. Smithe Real Raw. Zprávy.
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Jak bylo uvedeno dříve, když američtí mariňáci zachránili surově

zbitého generála Bergera, zabili tři ze čtyř agentů CIA, kteří ho hlídali

. Přeživší agent, nyní identifikovaný jako Weston Neal, 12letý veterán

z agentury, řekl vyšetřovatelům NCIS, že on a jeho nyní zesnulí

společníci doufali, že vyberou odměnu, kterou ministr obrany Lloyd

Austin nasadil na Bergerovu hlavu. Svou účast na únosu

bagatelizoval a tvrdil, že měl jen okrajové role – řidiče a hlídače – a

že se generála nedotkl. Nakonec byl poslán do GITMO a držen jako

nepřátelský bojovník, osoba, která se zapojuje do nepřátelských akcí

pro druhou stranu v době ozbrojeného konfliktu.

Náš zdroj uvedl, že vyšetřovatelé opakovaně „vypovídali“ Neala

pomocí neortodoxních výslechových taktik – waterboarding,

deprivace spánku a vystavování se hluku. I když je moderní

společnost odsuzována, tento přístup se ukázal jako úspěšný při

získávání životně důležitých informací z tvrdohlavých vězňů, dodal.

"Provádí se pouze v extrémních případech," řekl náš zdroj. "A

zaměstnanci GITMO měli důvod se domnívat, že Neal zatajuje

podrobnosti o únosu generála Bergera."

Po několika waterboardingech se rozhořčený Neal zlomil a odhalil, že

on a jeho kamarádi podnikli misi, aby získali nejen generála, ale také

jaderný fotbal – kufřík, jehož obsah má být použit prezidentem

Spojených států k autorizaci. nukleární útok mimo pevná velitelská

centra – věřilo se, že je v držení generála.

Před odchodem z Washingtonu v lednu 2021 se prezident Trump

odvolal na zákon o povstání z roku 1807, který fakticky postoupil

autoritu národa americké armádě. Přenesl velitelské kódy a fotbal na

generála Bergera.

Při výslechu Neal vyšetřovatelům řekl, že jeho tým nevěděl, že

generál Berger odstoupil z funkce velitele White Hat a jmenoval

generála Smithe svým nástupcem.

https://realrawnews.com/2023/01/marines-rescue-general-berger-from-cia-captors/
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"Tito lidé měli pro agenty CIA špatné informace." Mysleli si, že

generál Berger stále velí, a chtěli jeho a kufr,“ řekl náš zdroj.

„Netoleruji waterboarding, ale museli udělat to, co museli. Neal měl

každou příležitost spolupracovat. Teď je ten chudák mrtvý,“ řekl náš

zdroj.

Ve čtvrtek ráno hlídka Camp Delta objížděla, když uviděl Neala ležet

na břiše v rohu cely. Neal zasténal, chytil se za břicho a volal o

lékařskou pomoc. Hlídka v rozporu s protokoly GITMO vstoupila do

cely a pokusila se pomoci Nealovi ve vzpřímené poloze, ale Neal se

náhle probral a vytáhl z hlídkova opasku kanystr s pepřovým

sprejem. Strážce stříkl do obličeje. Zatímco si strážný oběma rukama

promnul oči, Neal vytáhl zpod kavalce pazdeří a přidržel ho

strážnému ke krku a údajně řekl: "Dostaneš mě odsud."

"Jsme na fu***** ostrově, ty idiote; kam si myslíš, že půjdeš?"

zamumlal strážný.

Neal použil strážce jako lidský štít, když opouštěli celu a vstoupili do

dlouhé chodby lemované po obou stranách desítkami cel, některé

obsazené, jiné ne, pazdeří pevně přitisknuté ke strážcově krční tepně.

"Nevím, co si Neal myslel; musel vědět, že personál sledoval, jak se

událost přenáší na video z velínu. Udělal možná tři ze čtyř kroků, než

se před ním a za ním objevily ozbrojené stráže. Neal jim řekl, že chce

přes „zeď“, ale kdyby měl zemřít, vzal si někoho s sebou,“ řekl náš

zdroj.

„Zeď“ odkazuje na severovýchodní bránu, portál na Kubu, který byl

uzavřen po nástupu Castra k moci, a obvodový plot, který označuje

severní hranici základny.

Jeden strážný, řekl náš zdroj, riskantně zasáhl a udeřil Neala do oka

poté, co se zdálo, že má v úmyslu podříznout hrdlo svého rukojmího

od ucha k uchu.
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"Strážce, který vstoupil do Nealovy cely, byl zbaven služby za

porušení standardních operačních postupů." Žádný strážný nemůže

vstoupit do cely nepřipoutaného vězně. Tento konkrétní strážce

propadl nejstaršímu triku v knize,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Na otázku, jak Neal získal stopku, řekl: „Nějak sehnal kus plechu a

nabrousil ho na beton. Už jsme zkontrolovali další cely na zbraně a

kontraband. Žádný nebyl nalezen."

Na závěr řekl, že strážce byl poslancem americké armády.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 76 679krát, dnes 30 návštěv)

Agenti CIA jsou jen mrchy, které dostávají waterboarding!! lol

similar to the GayTF agent who panicked because he was taken down

and cuffed!!

lol

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more
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info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 2 days ago by Delavic

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 2 days ago by Delavic

Thanks, Michael, for sharing the details of this report!

OVERVIEW

CIA employee/GITMO detainee’s testimony:

 
1) was a 12-year chauffeur and sentry

 
2) pursued a bounty that Secy. of Defense Austin (retired federal

judge) held over General Burger’s head in pursuit of POTUS Trump’s

brief case containing Military codes to America’s nuclear warhead

silos.

GITMO employees’ testimonies:

 
1) CIA employee, sole survivor of Austin’s “bounty team,” maintained

an uncooperative spirit (despite tactics allowed by the LAW OF WAR

manual).

 
2) CIA employee “acted out” a scene of “medical alert” to trick a

GITMO guard, a former MP of US Army, to enter prison cell “alone”

against GITMO’s SOP.

 
3) CIA employee fashioned a knife and wielded it upon a

GITMO/ARMY guard to subdue him.

 
4) CIA employee trained to dismember human anatomy

 
5) CIA employee knowledgeable of GITMO’s northeast gate by its

code name “The Wall.”

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
http://www.payathome7.com/
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OUTCOME:

1. One GITMO guard, among several guards, released a single

projectile into CIA employee’s eye / brain to thwart escape.

 
2. GITMO/ARMY guard discharged from employment for disobeying

GITMO SOP orders.

I think the GITMO/ARMY guard and the GITMO guard shooter

helped Austin’s CIA employee to (1) act out “medical alert”

contrivance to escape by the “The Wall” (2) provisioning CIA

employee with metal to fashion a knife, and (3) GITMO guards acting

out a performance of innocence to a “jail break” for Austin’s “bounty

team” $reward. Well, GITMO records are now replete, let’s move

on…. WHO IS NEXT ON THE TRIBUNAL DOCKET? 🙂

HEY, DEEP STATE! You shall lose your FAKE Judge / FAKE

director of defense! Soon, there shall be no more HONEY POTS for

you to fleece, and humankind to genocide, and Earth to destroy! 🙂

All praises, blessings, and glory to Father Jesus! 🙂

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more

info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 
open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 2 days ago by Delavic

TRUTH is forbidden on this Deep State blog.

 
The comments of those who do not believe in the Trump clone and

the White Straw Hats are deleted.

 
This blog says it is censored because it tells the truth but in fact it is

not censored because it says what the Deep State wants. Whoever

still believes the lies on this blog is a great naive.

 
I don’t know why, but I’m starting to think that the White Hats are

the least trained troops of all the world’s armies:

 
1. They don’t use cutting edge technology to search for and discover

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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other clone labs, ADRENOCROM and other Deep State hideouts –

the research satellites used by archaeologists to search for buried

remains, or the satellites used by oil and mining companies to find

bags of oil or deposits of precious metals, coal, etc.

 
Probably the White Hats are formed by the most poorly trained

soldiers who do not know and do not execute orders according to

military regulations – a gathering of mercenaries;

 
2. This story is a short story of poor quality, in which it is said that

the Deep State is more ill-informed than the readers of this blog. We

knew for a long time that the traitor general Berger resigned, and the

Deep State did not know – movies with Stan and Bran.

 
3. I am convinced that gender. Berger was exchanged for a clone that

was beaten up and delivered to the White Hats, as meanwhile the

real kind. Berger to tell the Deep State everything he knows.

 
Now that the White Hats know what a clone and an original look like,

they are hiding two things from us: Trump is surely a clone who

played the Deep State game on January 6, 2020 when he called his

supporters to participate in the sinister scene set up by the Deep

State, without the crowd knowing the truth. The purpose of the

Trump clone was to not find out the result of the elections, to give the

Deep State time to continue the GENOCIDE with the killer vaccine.

Now, the Trump clone is playing the same game by calling

supporters to start a civil war to protect him from being arrested. The

Trump clone will be arrested, tried and hanged together with the

Biden clone and the 308 Satanists who already have the arrest

warrants ready.

 
   The second thing hidden by the White Hats is gender. The real

Berger is a traitor and the suitcase with the atomic button is no

longer in the possession of the tight-knit mercenaries of the White

Hats.

 
Did Berger ship it before staging his kidnapping? Fortunately, no

army in the world can use the nuclear bombs they have in the silos

because the entities that protect us from playing with fire,

deactivated all nuclear warheads over 10 years ago.
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If it had been according to the minds of the Satanists, the nuclear

war would have started and the Earth was already smoking heavily,

but now the nuclear warheads don’t even make a fiisss!

You exhibit the indoctrinated tactic to psychologically project

opinions instead of citing Truth.

We know Lucifer-Satan and his renegade angels alias Jew purvey

those behaviors because Father Jesus PROFILED their seven (7) evil

behaviors in PROVERBS 6:16-19 as a warning to HIS humankind to

avoid “imitating” them.

Hey, KID, who sent cha?!…

Because V. Putin, the president of Russia, the largest Orthodox

country, destroyed 31 military biological weapons laboratories in

Nazi and Satanist Ukraine. Those CIA, NATO, Mossad and EU labs

were manufacturing deadly viruses to kill 90% of PEOPLE. In Snake

Island, the Mossad had one of the three laboratories that

manufactured Rabia (rabies), which it wanted

 
to throw her out of the plane everywhere. That would have meant

that people were tearing each other apart – a planetary carnage, and

in 6 months the planet would have been populated only by American,

English, Italian, and Khazarian reptilians. Then the satanic World

Government would have been fully installed. The Russian army

saved more than 65 thousand children, including Americans, about

which the Trump clone did not say anything to the Americans,

although V. Putin asked him to tell these things to the American

public. Why didn’t the Trump clone say anything?

 
This conversation exists on this blog.

 
The Russian army destroyed two laboratories where ADENOCROM

was manufactured, saving the children from whom the adrenal fluid

was collected. The ORTHODOX Russian army destroyed tons of

ADRENOCROME that they found in a truck that was going to Poland

from where it was going to arrive in the Communist Republic of

America, so that the Biden Clone could consume it, because the
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American people love their criminals and not arrest them.

The three world wars were programmed before 1871 in the USA, by

the Satanist Freemason Albert Pike.

 
The evil of humanity has always come from the USA.

 
USA is the country of absolute evil!

Probably thought of himself as some kind of Jason Bourne

character? I’m glad they smoked his ass, one less schmuck to deal

with.

Last edited 3 days ago by dennis

He left this mortal coil with a large hole in the back of his head ( boo-

hoo )

 
His plan to take a hostage earned him a big hole where his eye used

to be…

 
He can’t even get out of the cell w/o getting shot in the face

 
His negotiating skills with anyone pointing a loaded M4 @ his face

should never be used as a training tool for CIA recruits

 
He’s on the Express Elevator to HELL…GOING DOWN !

Agree, but you don’t hear about the other 99.99% of the time that an

army guard doesn’t get over taken by a prisoner. You only hear about

the 0.01% of cases that an army guard does.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 3 days ago by Delavic

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more

http://www.payathome7.com/
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info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 3 days ago by Delavic

Truth, “The Deep State is trying to kill every American except those

on its Elite List of Loyalists. Poison vaccines, foods, water and air are

just a few of the methods used. Our children are primed to be

transvestites or have sex with Dems as early as 4 years old. Our

economy is nearly laid waste and grows darker by the day. Even

worse, Biden chokes off our paychecks with inflation, rising taxes

and interest rates that leaves 80% of the public hanging on for dear

life. We have Doubles and Clones in the White House and across the

globe whose orders are to murder as many as possible”.

 
I pray the White Hats “will get on with it” and save some of the 300

million American lives whom have taken the poison by force or

trickery. It is time to stand and fight for the innocent and the

children.

No action, if any, will be taken until AFTER the financial system

collapses, which seems to be close at hand. The traitors in office must

be left holding the bag. This is the one thing that will wake up the

most people, everyone will be affected.

You want Military to save Americans “beguiled to suicide”? WHY?

ALL of them shall die in less than four (4) years of being jabbed by

toxins because they were GOD-LESS!

Father Jesus warned HIS obedient humankind worldwide to avoid

the genocidal vaccines. Therefore, Military must save humankind

that were “not beguiled to suicide.”

THINK AGAIN, MUCH LONGER, OF WHO LIVES AND WHO DIES

because living centers on being GOD-FILLED, not being GOD-LESS.

Put another way, STUPID IS, THAT STUPID DOES.

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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Must have missed that particular message in the Gospels, about the

vaccine and all. Can you tell me where to find it or is God speaking

directly to you in this instance?

More than likely pertaining to scripture forbidding the taking of the

mark of the beast. Of course the BAAL Priests, Amalek Preachers,

Ministers of Satan, in the tens of thousands of Judaized-Christian

pulpits of America got it all wrong and ended up worshipping Satan

themselves.

Revelation 13:16-17

 
“And he causes all, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor,

and the free men and the slaves, to be given a mark on their right

hand or on their forehead,

 
and he provides that no one will be able to buy or to sell, except the

one who has the mark, either the name of the beast or the number of

his name.”

Revelation 14:9-10

 
Revelation 16:2

 
Revelation 19:20

 
Revelation 20:4

A reporter on Fox asked Mike Pompeo about how he was trained as a

CIA agent and he told them that they teach you how to lie, steal, and

cheat…. That says everything you need to know about the CIA and

what the agents will go to get what they want… It should have been

already shut down… JFK was going to break it into a 1000 pieces and

you see what happened to him… The whole lot should be scraped and

start over, just sayin… These agencies never had our interests or

probably not even the President’s interest ever… Secret Societies

have been running our Government for a long time… Enough is

Enough

Does that mean Mike Pompeo is/was a black hat? I kinda thought he

was, but was never fully sure…
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Yes, Pompeo said that and he laughed when he said it. Watch the

beginning of the full video of the Redacted Report on Rumble. It

shows a clip of him saying that. You will learn a lot about the CIA and

none of it is good.

At least they’re human and prone to mistakes unlike you and your

butt buddies from the deep.

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more

info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 
open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 3 days ago by Delavic

Plausible smoke and mirrors excuse as he might of have died during

interrogation and the shiv story deflects the issue. Whatever looks

good on the report works for me. Either way one less F*****G SOB to

house and feed on taxpayers money.

YOU recognize the plausible smoke, the mirrors , yet you are cool

with it, WHAT EVER LOOKS GOOD, TRUTH, FACTS , REALITY be

damned.

RRN has already reported a death during interrogation so plausible

vs. probable. As for my coolness, “Eye for an eye” the DS has done

horrible things to their captives. A tortured valiant soldier has lost a

leg as per RRN, kill them all and let God sort it out! Report what you

need to to keep the snowflakes and Amnesty International happy.

One must always play by the rules, the DS has set the bar, so adjust

the rules to reflect the situation. My eldest son said to me a while

back,”Dad if you do that you’re no better than they are”. My response

was well my boy, I’m not trying to be better that is your mistake. At

the age you were in the Cubbies I was living the executions and

imprisonment of family members by Castro. Crush your enemies or

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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they will crush you. War is conducted to win not to get trophies for

participation. Remember the guy who told us to turn the other cheek

was crucified. Not much has changed since then.

An army MP – it figures that he’d fall for that. Why are there army

personnel in Gitmo anyway?? I thought it was Marines there only??

These are the worse of the worse criminals on this island – which

calls for the best of the best armed forces guarding it! Please don’t

make that mistake again.

Probably because of the expansion of Gitmo, they’ve augmented

Marines with Army Reserve and Nat’l. Guard MPs, such as the 420th

MP Co. of the 508th MP Bn., USAR. You can find news articles

(MSM) about that online.

I’ll wager that the spook struck up a semi-friendship with that

particular guard before he pulled his little stunt.

It would make sense to me that General Eric Smith has it. I don’t

think I remember anyone saying that General Berger gave it up

though. Maybe they regret ever letting us know where it was in the

first place.

I would think they sent him through a med-bed. As far as the “”

football, ” I would hope that’s top secret!

NO NEED for BERGER to be sent through a med-bed, the football

was not stuffed up his ass, berger may very well had other shit

stuffed up his ass but NOT the LAUNCH CODES ,LoL

A cia vet of 12yrs was a dumb ahole— thought he would join his

buddies in cuba… Like our guys are gonna let him go that easy…

 
The guard learned his lesson and the drill sgt is gonna have a field

day with him..

That piece of sheet metal had to have come from somewhere. It is not

as if the prisoner had natural access to it. But I guess that’s obvious,

lol.
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Being the Patriot the guy was he may have been trying to free up

court space for others that needed their trials to happen. He was

successful. Now there is one less agent that will kill a family or rape a

child. Now that he is dead, ask me if I care. The answer is not no but

Hell No. I would bet that guard will never do that again.

So there’s some sort of time delay, can’t the deep state read RRN and

find out berger was replaced??

Maybe these guys, who were supposedly acting independently (they

were out for the reward), never got the word from higher up, and

they themselves were not RRN readers (too bad for them)–or they

considered it to be disinformation. You know how the spooks are;

knowledge is spread on a need-to-know basis. Everything’s

compartmentalized. It’s really a good way to maintain security.

Either there’s a time delay, or the deep state doesn’t know what’s real

and what’s disinformation and they’re thinking of RRN as

disinformation (whether or not it really is).

Of course they can if you can read this they can read it too BUT we

always five step ahead from them

Wow the cells of GITMO as appeared on this article is tiny. Good

enough to stretch out and lie to sleep by those who are incarcerated.

Looks new though but the living inside is unimaginable living in a

torture. You better not commit a treason, 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑦❗ 

I am so happy that they got the last one and that he didn’t kill the

guard. I really respect Gen. Berger and I’m so glad he is recovering.

That guy asked for what he got. He had no brain cells working. He

might as well get the hell off of this planet. And all of the others like

him.

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more
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info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 3 days ago by Delavic

The nuclear codes. there you go,also the reason for mir-a lago.. I”m

not so great,I understand now though.thank you. that is the grail for

them. you bet your ass they would start ww3. that is was Hillary was

for. Not having them is what is holding them at bay.with

Ruusia,these 8 balls have been prevoking a big powerful bear. who

has issued a very serious warning. what are they going to do,throw

apples at him? “do not infringe our border.,We will use every means

we have to protect it. Our own military has again been

decimated.Facing the vax mandate the best they had left.The ones

that knew the real nitty gritty.active hostile combat conditions.I don’t

give a damn if your gay,that is your business, what I need to know is

can you fight like hell?Can I depend on and trust you? i am not real

wrried about my we-we right not,I don’t want my grape blown off!

Your’s either my friend.

I don’t know why, but I’m starting to think that the White Hats are

the least trained troops of all the world’s armies:

 
1. They don’t use cutting edge technology to search for and discover

other clone labs, ADRENOCROM and other Deep State hideouts –

the research satellites used by archaeologists to search for buried

remains, or the satellites used by oil and mining companies to find

bags of oil or deposits of precious metals, coal, etc.

 
Probably the White Hats are formed by the most poorly trained

soldiers who do not know and do not execute orders according to

military regulations – a gathering of mercenaries;

 
2. This story is a short story of poor quality, in which it is said that

the Deep State is more ill-informed than the readers of this blog. We

knew for a long time that the traitor general Berger resigned, and the

Deep State did not know – movies with Stan and Bran.

 
3. I am convinced that gender. Berger was exchanged for a clone that

was beaten up and delivered to the White Hats, as meanwhile the

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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real kind. Berger to tell the Deep State everything he knows.

Now that the White Hats know what a clone and an original look like,

they are hiding two things from us: Trump is surely a clone who

played the Deep State game on January 6, 2020 when he called his

supporters to participate in the sinister scene set up by the Deep

State, without the crowd knowing the truth. The purpose of the

Trump clone was to not find out the result of the elections, to give the

Deep State time to continue the GENOCIDE with the killer vaccine.

Now, the Trump clone is playing the same game by calling

supporters to start a civil war to protect him from being arrested. The

Trump clone will be arrested, tried and hanged together with the

Biden clone and the 308 Satanists who already have the arrest

warrants ready.

 
  The second thing hidden by the White Hats is gender. The real

Berger is a traitor and the suitcase with the atomic button is no

longer in the possession of the tight-knit mercenaries of the White

Hats.

 
Did Berger ship it before staging his kidnapping? Fortunately, no

army in the world can use the nuclear bombs they have in the silos

because the entities that protect us from playing with fire,

deactivated all nuclear warheads over 10 years ago.

 
If it had been according to the minds of the Satanists, the nuclear

war would have started and the Earth was already smoking heavily,

but now the nuclear warheads don’t even make a fuss!

Why do Dick heads like you come to this site, I guess, To be a Dick

Head. Hey knock yourself out, Dick Head! Hey Mr. Baxter, could this

Dick Head stay on this site for another 9 hours!

Crezi ca nu am alta treaba decat sa incerc sa te trezesc la realitate pe

tine si pe alti sclavi controlati cu 5G ?

 
Ba da, dar credeam ca americanii vor sa vada adevarul, nu sa ajunga

la razboi civil, insa voua va place sa va omorati reciproc asa ca va

promit sa nu-mi mai pierd timpul scriind pe acest blog.

 
O sa aflu de la mii de km cum va macelariti reciproc in scurt timp.
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Alegeti clona Trump si va fi mai rau decat este cu clona Biden.

Prostia doare, dar dupa ce nu mai poti repara nimic.

 
Caderea celui de-al doilea Babilon ( SUA ) este aproape.

 
Deja multi americani au ajuns homlles.

 
Acesta este cel mai bun viitor al vostru, daca nu muriti in razbioul

civil ce vi se pregateste.

Do you think I have no other job than to try to wake you and other

slaves controlled with 5G to reality?

 
Well, yes, but I thought that the Americans want to see the truth, not

to end up in civil war, but you like to kill each other, so I promise you

that I won’t waste my time writing on this blog.

 
I will find out from thousands of km how you butcher each other in a

short time.

 
Choose the Trump clone and it will be worse than it is with the Biden

clone. Stupidity hurts, but after that you can’t fix anything.

 
The fall of the second Babylon (USA) is near.

 
Many Americans have already become homlles.

 
This is your best future, if you do not die in the civil war that is being

prepared for you.

I have to call BULLSHIT on this one. First Berger is a DECEIVER.

Then Berger leaves the Base , solo by himself, any asshole knows that

Berger would not have the launch codes, this is laughable, so CIA

team would not bother in the said apprehension mission. The one

WITNESS to this entire episode is now DEAD, the story of events

happening at GITMO , again LAUGHABLE, like some very lame

Hollywood script. This shit is COMEDY., The guard is an ACTOR,

LoL MORE LIKE NONE OF THIS BS HAPPENED. FICTION.

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online

Making money online more than $15k just by doing simple

work With No Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be

Your Own Boss And for more info visit any tab this site

Thanks a lot just

 
open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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Last edited 3 days ago by Delavic

could not believe this story it seems even gitmo is not secure. does

the WH’s know what to do at all? seems more training is needed

quickly. the only one to save America is God, not any military that

can’t keep prisoners locked up.

I don’t know why, but I’m starting to think that the White Hats are

the least trained troops of all the world’s armies:

 
1. They don’t use cutting edge technology to search for and discover

other clone labs, ADRENOCROM and other Deep State hideouts –

the research satellites used by archaeologists to search for buried

remains, or the satellites used by oil and mining companies to find

bags of oil or deposits of precious metals, coal, etc.

 
Probably the White Hats are formed by the most poorly trained

soldiers who do not know and do not execute orders according to

military regulations – a gathering of mercenaries;

 
2. This story is a short story of poor quality, in which it is said that

the Deep State is more ill-informed than the readers of this blog. We

knew for a long time that the traitor general Berger resigned, and the

Deep State did not know – movies with Stan and Bran.

 
3. I am convinced that gender. Berger was exchanged for a clone that

was beaten up and delivered to the White Hats, as meanwhile the

real kind. Berger to tell the Deep State everything he knows.

 
Now that the White Hats know what a clone and an original look like,

they are hiding two things from us: Trump is surely a clone who

played the Deep State game on January 6, 2020 when he called his

supporters to participate in the sinister scene set up by the Deep

State, without the crowd knowing the truth. The purpose of the

Trump clone was to not find out the result of the elections, to give the

Deep State time to continue the GENOCIDE with the killer vaccine.

Now, the Trump clone is playing the same game by calling

supporters to start a civil war to protect him from being arrested. The

Trump clone will be arrested, tried and hanged together with the

Biden clone and the 308 Satanists who already have the arrest
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warrants ready.

  The second thing hidden by the White Hats is gender. The real

Berger is a traitor and the suitcase with the atomic button is no

longer in the possession of the tight-knit mercenaries of the White

Hats.

 
Did Berger ship it before staging his kidnapping? Fortunately, no

army in the world can use the nuclear bombs they have in the silos

because the entities that protect us from playing with fire,

deactivated all nuclear warheads over 10 years ago.

 
If it had been according to the minds of the Satanists, the nuclear

war would have started and the Earth was already smoking heavily,

but now the nuclear warheads don’t even make a fuss!

TRUTH is forbidden on this Deep State blog.

 
The comments of those who do not believe in the Trump clone and

the White Straw Hats are deleted.

 
This blog says it is censored because it tells the truth but in fact it is

not censored because it says what the Deep State wants. Whoever

still believes the lies on this blog is a great naive.

 
I don’t know why, but I’m starting to think that the White Hats are

the least trained troops of all the world’s armies:

 
1. They don’t use cutting edge technology to search for and discover

other clone labs, ADRENOCROM and other Deep State hideouts –

the research satellites used by archaeologists to search for buried

remains, or the satellites used by oil and mining companies to find

bags of oil or deposits of precious metals, coal, etc.

 
Probably the White Hats are formed by the most poorly trained

soldiers who do not know and do not execute orders according to

military regulations – a gathering of mercenaries;

 
2. This story is a short story of poor quality, in which it is said that

the Deep State is more ill-informed than the readers of this blog. We

knew for a long time that the traitor general Berger resigned, and the

Deep State did not know – movies with Stan and Bran.

 
3. I am convinced that gender. Berger was exchanged for a clone that

was beaten up and delivered to the White Hats, as meanwhile the
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real kind. Berger to tell the Deep State everything he knows.

Now that the White Hats know what a clone and an original look like,

they are hiding two things from us: Trump is surely a clone who

played the Deep State game on January 6, 2020 when he called his

supporters to participate in the sinister scene set up by the Deep

State, without the crowd knowing the truth. The purpose of the

Trump clone was to not find out the result of the elections, to give the

Deep State time to continue the GENOCIDE with the killer vaccine.

Now, the Trump clone is playing the same game by calling

supporters to start a civil war to protect him from being arrested. The

Trump clone will be arrested, tried and hanged together with the

Biden clone and the 308 Satanists who already have the arrest

warrants ready.

 
   The second thing hidden by the White Hats is gender. The real

Berger is a traitor and the suitcase with the atomic button is no

longer in the possession of the tight-knit mercenaries of the White

Hats.

 
Did Berger ship it before staging his kidnapping? Fortunately, no

army in the world can use the nuclear bombs they have in the silos

because the entities that protect us from playing with fire,

deactivated all nuclear warheads over 10 years ago.

 
If it had been according to the minds of the Satanists, the nuclear

war would have started and the Earth was already smoking heavily,

but now the nuclear warheads don’t even make a fiisss!

This may be why DeSantis wants to got to GITMO, the things

reported to be going on there ,are NOT. POSSIBLY NO detainees ,

NO ENEMY COMBATANTS , being held at the facility, NO

TRIBUNALS, and who knows what is really happening ro where. So

possibly DeSantis is calling BULLSHIT. But this is just speculation,

Kid down the street, a Marine, just rotated out of there. Asked him

about some of the things reported here. He called me a crazy old

man. Says he hasn’t seen or heard anything
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.We might be a bit harsh on this errant MP and he or she maybe in

the wrong field. Perhaps this poor soul needs to change his or her

MOS such as being a medic or nurse. This guard did what a city

street cop would do if he or she saw a person in distress. Prison

guards are not police officers. What the MP did was very stupid and

should have known better but his or her compassion kicked in. He or

she was/is in the wrong military specialty. This was a hard lesson.

Hence why I stated in an earlier post; Why is any army personnel at

Gitmo anyway?? These are the worse of the worse criminals, so it

stands to reason that the best of the best Marines should be the

ONLY personnel in and around Gitmo PERIOD!!!

This is why you don’t trust agents or anybody right off the back..

Take this as a life lesson.

TRUTH is forbidden on this Deep State blog.

 
The comments of those who do not believe in the Trump clone and

the White Straw Hats are deleted.

 
This blog says it is censored because it tells the truth but in fact it is

not censored because it says what the Deep State wants. Whoever

still believes the lies on this blog is a great naive.

 
I don’t know why, but I’m starting to think that the White Hats are

the least trained troops of all the world’s armies:

 
1. They don’t use cutting edge technology to search for and discover

other clone labs, ADRENOCROM and other Deep State hideouts –

the research satellites used by archaeologists to search for buried

remains, or the satellites used by oil and mining companies to find

bags of oil or deposits of precious metals, coal, etc.

 
Probably the White Hats are formed by the most poorly trained

soldiers who do not know and do not execute orders according to

military regulations – a gathering of mercenaries;

 
2. This story is a short story of poor quality, in which it is said that

the Deep State is more ill-informed than the readers of this blog. We

knew for a long time that the traitor general Berger resigned, and the
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Deep State did not know – movies with Stan and Bran.

3. I am convinced that gender. Berger was exchanged for a clone that

was beaten up and delivered to the White Hats, as meanwhile the

real kind. Berger to tell the Deep State everything he knows.

 
Now that the White Hats know what a clone and an original look like,

they are hiding two things from us: Trump is surely a clone who

played the Deep State game on January 6, 2020 when he called his

supporters to participate in the sinister scene set up by the Deep

State, without the crowd knowing the truth. The purpose of the

Trump clone was to not find out the result of the elections, to give the

Deep State time to continue the GENOCIDE with the killer vaccine.

Now, the Trump clone is playing the same game by calling

supporters to start a civil war to protect him from being arrested. The

Trump clone will be arrested, tried and hanged together with the

Biden clone and the 308 Satanists who already have the arrest

warrants ready.

 
   The second thing hidden by the White Hats is gender. The real

Berger is a traitor and the suitcase with the atomic button is no

longer in the possession of the tight-knit mercenaries of the White

Hats.

 
Did Berger ship it before staging his kidnapping? Fortunately, no

army in the world can use the nuclear bombs they have in the silos

because the entities that protect us from playing with fire,

deactivated all nuclear warheads over 10 years ago.

 
If it had been according to the minds of the Satanists, the nuclear

war would have started and the Earth was already smoking heavily,

but now the nuclear warheads don’t even make a fiisss!

AND you are a MORON, it’s a BAD BERGER, WAKE -UP FOOLS.

STOP KISSING THE ASS of a DECEIVER.

Karma… It’s the LAW. Nice shot guys. Keep taking these lousy

bastards out and the world will be a better place for it.
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They did not shoot anyone, they flew the CIA dude to Jamaica , from

there he flew to the Bahamas ,he met his handler ,received his new

assignment and from there who knows, this is how it works.

Yeah-ok, Slick Willy murdered, oops, offered cyanide pill, and Neil

died making escape, oops, died during interrogation.

Bridge for Sale in Brooklyn.

Much more likely that Slick flipped on Hillary and others for a deal, a

cyanide tablet instead of a noose. But the rumor got out that he was

poisoned in his cell, so the white hats let the story remain as it is for

now. Could be Slick outed some biggies. Looks like a lot of flipping

going on.

Bush Senior, Bush Junior, Hussein, Big Mike, Huma Abedin,

Anthony Weiner, many others.

No doubt Slick Willy pulled a “Kid Twist” [Abe Reles], whereas the

Canary could sing, but couldn’t fly.

yeah , this will be out in the next John Grisham novel , he bought the

rights from the Admiral. Some JAG has wriiten the Forward. No

doubt , NEW JERK TIMES BEST SELLER, 50 PERCENT OFF, order

yours today!

Great article! Michael, can you give us an update on Gen. Berger? I

hope he is back on his feet.

 
Many thanks!

“On his feet?!” You’ve never had knee or leg problems, have you?

After what they did to the general I’m sure he is still healing. It will

be quite some time yet.

If they’ve got medbed facilities that would fix Berger’s knees totally

and fast.

He will be up and about just in time for his walk to the GALLOWS
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I don’t know if he’ll be walking to the gallows but I sure would like to

know why he just got in his car and left solo and absolutely against

protocol.

BAD BERGER, he is a DECEIVER, HE BETRAYED HIS PEOPLE,

RRN , WHITE HATS CAN’T BEAR TO TELL THEIR FOLLOWERS

so it is better to LIE. SOME CAN’T HANDLE THE TRUTH

BECAUSE SOMEONE HAS TO TELL THEM THE TRUTH, but it is

not working out to well. If you are aggravated you have the

PROBLEM. YOU NEED TO START THINKING bellanina, step back

and do some serious thinking , connect some dots , do some critical

thinking. NOT all the material you are being fed is legitimate , it is a

mixed bag so -to -speak. Just think about that for some time, let this

sink in , see how you feel then, you may see things differently or in a

different light, or maybe NOT.

He was in front of a Senate committee a couple of weeks ago. Looked

fine. No sign of injury. Walked into the room on his own

 

 


